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The Hawaiian land tenure system was an immensely productive and 
complex. The system utilized a range of land divisions to maximize 
resources and productivity of diverse ecosystems while connecting 
people and their social systems to place. There has been much work 
on the formations of and nature of this system, 1 which has enriched 
contemporary understandings of the functions and innovations 
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made in Hawaiian land tenure over time. This paper builds off those 
works and offers one attempt at quantifying ahupua'a divisions in the 
Hawaiian Kingdom. We also discuss some of the unique qualities and 
variations of ahupua'a divisions while offering our detailed study of 
the island of Hawai'i as an example. 
We begin with a brief discussion of the origins and nature of 
ahupua'a and other Hawaiian land divisions. We then explore how 
the system evolved during the nineteenth century, and how this pro-
cess of evolution gave birth to a wealth of cartographic and archi-
val documents. These sources can be used to identify most of the 
ahupua'a of the Hawaiian Kingdom and are the foundation on 
which our attempt at a comprehensive quantification and qualifica-
tion of ahupua'a throughout the archipelago is built. We also briefly 
discuss some local variations in ahupua'a. However, due to page limi-
tations we focus most of this discussion on the largest of the Hawai-
ian Islands. Finally, we offer our explanations on why some ahupua'a 
names were removed from use on maps throughout the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. 
THE NATURE OF AHUPUA'A 
As anthropologist Marion Kelly explains in her 1956 dissertation, 
'" [h]igh' islands in Polynesia are characterized by generally pie-
cut land divisions which radiate from the interior uplands, claim a 
deep valley, and extend seaward past the shoreline," an assessment 
also made by geographer Gerard Ward.2 The concentric geography 
of high volcanic islands imposes a system of wedge-shaped sections 
that allow for a functional and logical way of creating boundaries. 
Examples of such land divisions encompassing a small community of 
inhabitants and running from the mountains to the sea can be found 
throughout the high islands of tropical Polynesia and Micronesia. 
As land units also generally running from the mountains to the 
sea, Hawaiian ahupua'a were geographically similar to land divisions 
on the other high volcanic islands. However, comparative studies of 
Polynesian land tenure and social organization clearly show that the 
various islands had developed in different directions of socio-political 
evolution. Two Polynesian societies, Hawai'i and Tonga, had evolved 
from tribal, kin-based systems of social organization and land tenure 
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to centralized states with feudal-like systems of land tenure, while 
Tahiti was somewhere in the middle of an evolution between the two.:! 
Hawaiian ahupua'a were thus similar geographically to land units in 
the traditionally organized Polynesian islands, but had a different 
socio-political function. While the land units in other islands were 
social-familial, they were that and territorial in Hawai'i. A linguistic 
analysis of the word ahupua'a, a Hawaiian innovation not cognate to 
any land division term in other parts of Polynesia, shows its purpose 
as unit for offering tribute to a centralized government, referring to 
an ahu [altar] decorated with the head of a pua'a [pig] situated at 
the boundary of the land section, upon which tribute for the island's 
ruler and ho'okupu [offerings to make lands productive] would be 
deposited during the annual makahiki ceremonies.4 Unlike chiefs 
heading clans and their territories in traditional Polynesian societies, 
Hawaiian ahupua'a were administered by konohiki, resource manag-
ers appointed by the ruler of large districts or entire islands. 
According to Hawaiian traditions, the system of ahupua'a divi-
sions was created by rulers who unified or centralized governance of 
their respective islands, such as Ma'ilikukahi on O'ahu and 'Urni on 
Hawai'i Island. Historian Samuel Kamakau describes Ma'ilikukahi's 
reforms as follows: 
I ka noho Aupuni ana 0 Mailikukahi, Ua noho huikau ka aina; aole 
maopopo ke Ahupuaa, ke Ku, ka I1iaina, ka Mooaina, ka Pauku aina 
a me na Kihapai. Nolaila, kauoha aku 0 Mailikukahi i na 'Lii me na 
kaukaualii, me na puaJi alii a me na Luna, e Mahele i ka aina i lTIoku, 
a me na Ahupuaa, a me na kupono me ka I1iaina a me na Mooaina a 
puni 0 Oahu-Eono moku. Eono alii nui Aimoku; a hoonoho aku la 
ia i na'lii i Ahupuaa, he Ahupuaa nui, he alii nui, he kaukaualii, he ku-
pono ka aina, he puaJi, he I1iaina-Haawiia ka aina i na makaainana a 
pau loa, a puni 0 Oahu." 
During the reign of Mii'ilikilkahi the land was in a stale of confusion. 
It was not clearly understood what was an ahupua'a, a kil, a 'iii 'iiina, 
a mo'o 'iiina, a pauku 'iiina and a kihiipai. Therefore, Mii'ilikukahi 
ordered the chiefs, the lower chiefs, the warriors and the overseers, to 
divide the land into moku, ahupua'a, ('iii) kllpono,'ili 'iiina and mo'o 
'iiina all around O'ahu. There were six moku. There were six high 
chiefs ruling over each moku; and he established the chiefs to rule over 
the ahupua'a; for a large ahupuaa, a high chief; for a lower chief the 
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land was a ('iIi) kupono; for a warriOl~ a 'iIi 'iiina. Land was also given to 
all of the maka'iiinana throughout Q'ahu. 
Despite the obvious innovation involved in creating ahupua'a, 
their striking similarity to land sections in non-feudally organized 
Polynesian islands makes it likely that geographical outlines of many 
ahupua'a originated in similar kin-based land units that existed 
before the centralizing ali'i reorganized the system. For the larger 
land districts (moku or kalana, encompassing many ahupua'a each) 
this seems to be even more clear.6 
Besides ahupua'a and moku/kalana, there were many other units 
of land division. As we have seen in the quote by Kamakau above, 
ahupua'a were further subdivided into 'iIi, which in tnrn consisted of 
smaller plots called mo'o, paukll and kihapai. The older Hawaiian his-
torian Davida Malo enumerates even smaller divisions, namely ko'ele, 
hakuone and kuakua.7 On the intermediate level, some kalana/moku 
were subdivided into 'okana, some 'okana were apparently indepen-
dent of any moku/kalana, and moku and kalana were not always syn-
onymous but appear in some cases to have been units nested within 
each other.8 Despite the diversity and complexity of the system, it 
appears that the ahupua'a became the most important division in the 
resource administration of the Hawaiian Kingdom, both as a unit and 
as a reference for the location of smaller properties. 
EARLY HAWAIIAN MAPS 
Traditionally, knowledge about land and land divisions was recorded 
mentally and orally. Mapping in the sense of producing a scaled rep-
resentation of the landscape started with the first European explor-
ers such as Captain James Cook. However, As Fitzpatrick and Mof~ 
fatt argue9, these early explorers only documented the coastline 
and features important from a visiting ships' point of view, such as 
anchorages and harbors, and did not document Hawaiian land divi-
sions. However the names of the six moku divisions of Hawai'i Island 
were recorded on the very first map drawn by Captain Cook in 1778 
as well as another one by George Vancouver in 1790.10 A more sys-
tematic cartographic representation of Hawaiian land divisions from 
within the shores begins with the work of missionaries William Ellis 
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FIGURE 1. Portion of 1838 Mal' o/the Hawaiian Islands by S. P. Kalama, showing Hawai'i 
Island. 
and Ursula Emerson in the 1820S and 1830s.11 Their work was contin-
ued by '6iwi Hawaiian surveyors, and culminated in the publication at 
Uihainaluna, first of a small monochrome map of the archipelago in 
1835, of which only sections survive,12 and then of a monumental col-
ored map of the archipelago by Hawaiian surveyor and government 
official S. P. Kalama in 1838 (fig.1).13 
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THE MAHELE OF 1848 AND RELATED DOCUMENTS 
During the nineteenth century, the Hawaiian land tenure system 
underwent a complex process of changes, which have been extensively 
described and commented upon by a variety of authors. 14 As such, we 
merely provide a summary here in order to provide some context for 
the evolutions of the land tenure system during the Mahele process. 
Most important, however, in the course of these changes various maps 
and land lists were created which are essential primary sources for the 
identification of ahupua'a names and boundaries. 
In 1845, a Board of Commissioners to Quiet Land Titles (Land 
Commission) was created, initially to confirm or reject claims to land 
made by private parties who had received oral deeds of land outside 
of the traditional tenure system. Secondly, the rights in the land, con-
trolled by the Mo'i (King) but owned by the Mo'i, the Chiefs and 
the people in common, were divided out in several steps. First, in 
early 1848, the Mo'} and 252 konohiki of various chiefly rank hold-
ing land under him quitclaimed the lands between each other, and 
the Mo'! subsequently turned over the larger parts of his share to the 
government. This series of transactions that became known as the 
Mahele and was recorded in the Buke Kakau Paa no ka l'vlahele aina 
i Hooholoia iwaena 0 Kamehameha III a me Na Lii a me Na Konohiki ana 
(Mahele Book) .15 
Listing 1,124 names of ahupua'a and 429 names of 'iIi, the Mahele 
book is a foundational source for compiling an inventory of Hawai-
ian Kingdom ahupua'a. 16 Based off of this source, as well as his own 
original research, the Hawaiian surveyor CJ. Lyons estimated the 
overall number of ahupua'a to be around 2,000.l7 More recently, 
Riley Moffat and Gary Fitzpatrick have made an estimate of 1,800,18 
which comes close to our count of 1,825. The substantial discrepancy 
between the 1,124 ahupua'a listed in the Mahele Book and our esti-
mate of 1,825 warrants explanation. One reason for this is that many 
ahupua'a are not individually named in the Mahele Book. Most of 
East Maui, for instance, is divided on the district level, and ahupua 'a 
within these districts are therefore not named. An example can be 
found with Kaupo where it is mentioned that the district consists of 
66 ahupua 'a ("Kaupo, 66 ahupuaa, ka moku" to govt.), but this num-
ber is greatly inferior to a list of ahupua'a of Maui composed between 
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1846 and 1856 showing a total of 81 ahupua'a in KaupO.19 Other 
examples in the Mahele Buke where ahupua'a are listed in bundles 
include: Ko'olau {"Koolau, Ka Moku" to govt) , Hana ("Na Aina Iloko 
o Hana" to V. Kamamalu), and Kahikinui/Kona {"ka moku" to govt) , 
as well as for the island ofNi'ihau where no ahupua'a names or num-
bers are given. Besides these omissions oflarge numbers of ahupua'a 
names, there is also evidence of the existence of more ahupua'a 
names on the early, pre-Mahele maps. These maps show many land 
section names that are not in the Mahele Book. Some of these appear 
to be place names, not land sections, but many of them appear to 
be indeed ahupua'a that for some reason became subsumed within 
others before the Mahele. 
Through the Mahele of 1848 most ahupua'a, as well as some 'iIi 
and in rare cases larger land divisions, became classified as konohiki, 
Crown, or Government lands. Shortly after the 1848 Mahele, the 
Hawaiian legislature passed an act listing the Crown and Government 
lands.20 In order to prepare the list for the act, crown and government 
lands in the Mahele book were numbered in a system counting them 
clockwise around each island starting in each island's Kona (Lahaina 
for Maui) , except for Kaua'i, on which the count runs counter-clock-
wise. The clockwise direction is reminiscent of the direction the maka-
hiki tax collection processed during the classical period. Because 
the Mahele was accomplished by chiefs relinquishing their former 
lands back to the Mo'i and then lands subsequently being awarded, 
ahupua'a were not awarded in a sequenced fashion. The numbers 
that appear in the margins of the Mahele Book were most likely done 
after the Mahele in order to inventory the lands geographically, and 
at a first glance might seem erratic and obscure. In the 1848 act, how-
ever, lands were ordered according to geographic sequence, generally 
matching with the numbers in the Mahele Book (see fig. 2). 
Konohiki claims from the Mahele Book would receive awards 
from the Land Commission making them parcels "rna lalo 0 ke ano 
alodio" [freehold less than allodial], which could be converted into 
"ano alodio" [allodial] titles upon paying commutation of a portion 
of the land's value to the government and receiving a Palapala Sila 
Nui [Royal Patent] signed by the Mo'i. In many cases, commutation 
was paid in land, especially by high-ranking konohiki with a lot of 
land claims from the Mahele, so that several ahupua'a or 'iIi declared 
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FIGURE 2. Sample pages of the 1848 Mahele Book, listing Crown (left) and Govern-
ment lands (right). Note the faint numbers on the left side of each column. 
konohiki lands in the Mahele were turned over to become govern-
ment lands. 
Following the Mahele, some of the ahupua'a that were awarded 
as Land Commission Awards to konohiki were surveyed. These sur-
vey plats are either directly attached to the Land Commission Awards 
or filed separately as Registered Maps.21 Most ahupua'a and 'iIi, how-
ever, were awarded by name only, and the absence of surveys often led 
to property disputes. In 1862, Lot Kapuaiwa created the Boundary 
Commission in order to clarify the boundaries of those ahupua'a or 
'iIi by collecting testimony of knowledgeable kama'aina and creating 
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surveys based thereon. 22 Many of these boundary commission reports 
contain valuable information for the determination of ahupua'a 
boundaries and the identification of obscure land division names. 
The third stage in the Mahele process focused on defining the 
rights of and awarding lands to the kanaka or native tenants (i.e. 
maka'ainana, hoa'aina). All Land Commission Awards and Royal 
Patents, for both konohiki and private titles, as well as the crown 
and government titles in the Mahele Book, contain a variation of 
the clause "koe nae na kuleana 0 na kanaka" [reserving the rights 
of native tenants]. The maka'ainana or hoa'aina class, as one of the 
three estates of the Kingdom, retained their rights to the land until 
they divided out their interests. The 1850 Kuleana act provided 
mechanisms for such divisions to happen, and thousands of awards 
for small plots of lands were issued to hoa'aina by the Land Com-
mission accordingly. Furthermore, the act provided also for the pur-
chase of government lands by native tenants, and over 100,000 acres 
were purchased that way.23 
TtJE: HAWAIIAN GOVERNMENT SURVEY 
In 1870, Kamehameha V's government created the Hawaiian Gov-
ernment Survey (HGS) in order to undertake a systematic cadastral 
survey of the country, which, during the following decades, pro-
duced many maps in various scales. These included general topo-
graphic information and a compilation of all available surveys of 
both konohiki and kuleana awards. Furthermore, the HGS also pro-
vided hydrographical surveys of the harbors essential for inter-island 
communication.24 Two of the most prominent surveyors working 
for the HGS, Curtis J. Lyons and William D. Alexander, published 
important articles about Hawaiian land divisions, land titles, Polyne-
sian comparisons, as well as the work of the HGS itself.25 More than 
a hundred maps were produced and are on file today as Registered 
Maps at the State Survey Division. Most of these maps are available in 
digital form online. 26 On many of these maps, ahupua'a names and 
boundaries are meticulously documented, making them essential 
sources for this research. 
The HGS was at the cutting edge of its time. It was successful with 
the limited resources of the Kingdom while surveying extremely dif-
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ficult terrain. Like the Kingdom's adoption of technologies such as 
electricity and the telephone, the HGS was even slightly ahead of its 
United States counterpart. The HGS employed the most advanced 
survey tool of the time. The newly perfected, twelve-inch theodolite 
of the London company Throughton and Simms, was used by the 
HGS several years before its American counterparts. Hawaiian King-
dom Surveyor-General Alexander proudly remarked this fact in his 
1889 report. 27 Personnel of the HGS also participated in the emerg-
ing international system of scientific exchange among geographers. 
A Hawaiian delegation consisting of Surveyor-General Alexander and 
Privy Council member Luther Aholo (later to become minister of the 
Interior, 1886-1887) participated in the International Meridian Con-
ference in Washington D.C. in 1884.28 
While systematically surveying the national territory, the King-
dom government also published two land index books. The first 
was an index of Land Commission awards in 1881,29 followed by an 
Index of Government Grants in 1886.30 Since these indices indicate 
the ahupua'a name for the location of each LCA or Government 
Grant, they are useful resources especially for the identification of 
ahupua'a whose names and boundaries are not clearly indicated on 
maps. Furthermore, the files of the Kingdom's Interior Department 
and the Department of Land and Natural Resources (for the territo-
rial period) in the Hawai'i State Archives contain many unpublished 
lists of lands. These include lists of government, crown, and konohiki 
lands of various districts. Of particular interest is a list of "unassigned 
lands", i.e. lands omitted in the Mahele (and for the most part pre-
sumed to be government lands) that was prepared by surveyor-gen-
eral William D. Alexander in 1888. 31 
What is most impressive of the sources created by the Hawaiian 
Kingdom government, including Land Commission Awards, survey-
ing and mapping, as well as the reports of the Boundary Commission, 
is that all of this work, despite the modern technologies employed, 
was based on traditional knowledge ofland divisions and their bound-
aries (see fig. 3). Land tenure reorganization and surveying in the 
Hawaiian Islands during the nineteenth century was quite unusual in 
that native systems of spatial organization were not over-written by a 
colonizer, as it was done in most parts of the Americas, Australia, and 
Aotearoa [New Zealand] as well as important sections of Africa and 
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Asia. Instead, what happened was a selective appropriation of western 
technology by native leaders to pursue their own goal of building a 
modem nation-state.32 Surveying in the Hawaiian Kingdom is thus to 
be understood as a translation of mental mapping onto paper maps, 
strikingly similar to the recent mapping project carried out in col-
laboration between native experts and foreign anthropologists on the 
isolated Polynesian island ofAnuta.33 
POST-I 893 MAPS AND LAND INDICES 
Mter the American invasion and occupation of the Hawaiian King-
dom in 1893,34 the mapping enterprise of the HGS continued V\~th­
out mcyor interruption, and more maps and updates of earlier maps 
were produced in the last decade of the century. Under the US terri-
tory the HGS was renamed the Hawaii Territory Survey (HTS), which 
further continued the work. By the 191OS, the long-term goal of the 
HGS of producing a small-scale cadastral survey of the entire country 
was essentially complete. In some cases, the POSt-l893 HGS and HTS 
maps that build off of HGS maps of the Kingdom provide clarifica-
tions of ahupua'a names and boundaries that are not found on earlier 
HGS maps. 
Under American rule, various US federal agencies also began map-
ping the islands, the most important heing the United States Geologi-
cal Survey (USGS), which by the 1930S had completed a small-scale 
topographic survey of the archipelago that has since been periodi-
cally updated to become today's USGS series of topographic quads.35 
While the information on ahupua'a names and boundaries on these 
maps need to be consulted with caution,36 USGS quads can be helpful 
to clarifY the topographic shape of ahupua'a, especially as relating to 
watersheds (see below) because most HGS and HTS maps lack clear 
topographic features. 
In 1903, William D. Alexandel~ in his new capacity as local head 
of the US federal Coast and Geodetic Survey in Hawai'i, compiled 
and published a list of Hawaiian Geographic Names, presumably a 
compilation of all available manuscript archival resources then avail-
able.37 This list appears to be the most comprehensive for the archi-
pelago at large, containing multiple ahupua'a names not included 








FIGURE 3· 1887 HGS map ofUihikiola in central North Kohala, Hawai'i Island (Reg. 1212). 
Note the traditional boundary markers (symbols enlarged and modified by the authors). 
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thus been an essential resource for compiling our inventory. Later, in 
1929, the territorial government published an extended and more 
complex index of LCAs, ordered by name of awardee, location, LCA 
number and Royal Patent number.38 This is a very useful tool for the 
identification ofkuleana awards, which in turn can be helpful in iden-
tifying ahupua'a or 'iii names not found anywhere else. Finally, the 
University of Hawai'i Press published Place Names of Hawaii in 1974,39 
compiled from many different sources, which contains most of the 
ahupua'a names of the 1903 list, but also many place names that in a 
few cases were helpful to identify elusive ahupua'a names. 
CHANGES IN ORGANIZATION OF LAND DIVISIONS 
Paralleling other bureaucratic states in the nineteenth century, the 
land division system of the Hawaiian Kingdom was standardized and 
rationalized during and after the Mahele process. While traditionally, 
the land division system was complex and varied from place to place 
as will be explored in more detail below, the standardized three-tiered 
system of moku/kalana, ahupua'a, and 'iIi ended up being imple-
mented everywhere. Following the Mahele, the use of kalana became 
less frequent and was increasingly replaced with that of moku. In 
some areas, new moku were created where none existed before. For 
example, on West Maui, which had probably the most complex and 
divergen t system, the' okana (or kalana?) of Kahakuloa was integrated 
into the moku of Ka'anapali; the two 'okana (or kalana, or indepen-
dent ahupua'a?) of Olowalu and Ukumehame were integrated into 
the moku of Lahaina; and a new moku named Wailuku was created 
to incorporate four or more formerly independent ahupua'a (earlier 
referred to as Puali Komohana, Na Poko or Na Wai Eha).40 On East 
Maui, the three moku (or 'okana?) ofHamakuapoko, Hali'imaile, and 
Makawao (each containing multiple ahupua'a) were each relegated 
to ahupua'a status and merged to form the moku of Hamakuapoko. 
However, despite this formal rationalization, some areas retained a 
certain ambiguity in both the title granting process and on the maps 
created by the Hawaiian government survey. 
Furthermore, for administrative purposes, the system was further 
rationalized through the creation of better manageable districts by 
merging smaller moku (like those on Maui) and dividing larger ones 
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(like those on Hawai'i). On Maui, for example, Kahikinui, Kaupa, 
Hana and Ko'olau were merged into Hana district, while on Hawai'i, 
Kona and Kohala were split into North and South Kohala and North 
and South KonaY The new districts were used for general administra-
tive, school, judicial, and electoral purposes, but for the purpose of 
land titles, the older districts continued to be used. For instance, a 
land transaction in Kaupa was still recorded as taking place in Kaupa, 
not in Hana, even though Kaupa was merged with Hana for adminis-
trative and judicial purposes. 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OJ! RESEARCH FINDINGs42 
TITLE TYPES 
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Of the 1,825 ahupua'a we have counted throughout the archipelago, 
by far the largest portion are Government land by original title, namely 
1,181 ahupua'a (64.7%). A much smaller amount, 149 (8.2%) are 
Crown lands. Two huudred thirty-eight (13.0%) were awarded and 
patented as konohiki lands, and 25 (1.4%) were awarded and pat-
ented to private persons outside the Mahele as confirmations of 
oral deeds. An important number, namely 125 ahupua'a, originally 
deeded to konohiki, should have been forfeited to the Government 
for lack of a proper LeA and Royal Patent, including those for which 
Royal Patent., were forged in the aftermath of the 1893 overthrow.43 
Seven ahupua'a were similarly awarded to private parties by the Land 
Commission as oral deed confirmations but should have forfeited to 
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the governmen t for lack of proper RPs as well. Together this makes for 
132 ahupua'a that should have eventually reverted to the government. 
In a few ahupua'a, the original title granting process was even more 
complex. In some cases, individual ahupua'a were divided into halves. 
Thirty-seven were divided between a konohiki and the government. 
An additional eight were divided between a konohiki and the govern-
ment, but the konohiki half should have forfeited to the government 
for lack of a proper RP, as described above. 
In seven ahupua'a, all located in the Kona, 'Ewa, and Ko'olaupoko 
moku on O'ahu, (Waikiki, Honolulu, Kalihi, Kalauao, Waiau, Mana-
naiki, WaiahoIe), no title exists on the ahupua'a level, and separate 
titles were established for each 'iIi. This might also apply to four more 
ahupua'a (Kapalama, Waimalu, Waimano, Manana Nui, Waikele), for 
each of which a konohiki is ambiguously awarded the largest part, 
and it remains unclear whether that person is konohiki of the entire 
ahupua'a-with 'iii not under his or her control being 'ili kupono-
or whether there is no single title at the ahupua'a level. 
SHAPE STATISTICS 
Shape type 








Number of ahupua'a Percentage 
1>430 78,4 
98 5·4 






The vast majority of ahupua'a are relatively narrow stripes of land 
running from mauka (inland) to makai (the sea), including several 
ecological zones, from off-shore fisheries and coastal settlement areas, 
through intensive agricultural zones, to forested uplands. According 
to Lyons, "[ t] he main idea of the Ahupuaa, or primary division, was to 
run a strip from the shore to the summit of the mountain, in order to 
give equitable share of all the different products of the soil and sea."44 
This shape type is generally similar to that of second or third-order 
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land divisions on other high volcanic islands in Oceania, as referred 
to above. Since the vast majOlity of ahupua'a correspond to this shape 
type, it will be referred to as the "regular" type here. 
However, a small but still significant number of ahupua'a diverge 
from this regular model: A total of 261 ahupua'a, mainly concen-
trated in Ka'u, Hilo and Kohala on Hawai'i, and in Kula, Hali'imaile 
and Makawao on Maui, are landlocked, i.e. are cut off from costal 
access. This represents a very significant anomaly, since this means 
inhabitants of these ahupua'a were either not using any marine 
resources, which seems unlikely, or they needed to trade them from 
outside communities. 
A more rare shape type of ahupua'a, essentially limited to Uina'i, 
and parts of Moloka'i, runs across the island, from one shore through 
the central uplands or mountain range to the other shore, for instance 
Kaunolu on Uina'i and PaHi'au on Moloka'i. Kelly likens this type to 
the divisions of low coral islands in other part of Polynesia,45 but it 
also exists on some relatively flat volcanic islands. Altogether, eight 
ahupua'a have been identified as extending fully or partly across-
island. Some of the ahupua'a of Ni'ihau (of which only names but no 
boundaries have been preserved on maps) might also run across the 
island that way. 
Another complex type of ahupua 'a consists not of a single bounded 
body ofland but of several scattered sections (lele). This is not uncom-
mon for 'iIi within ahupua'a but rare for ahupua'a. Overall there are 
109 ahupua'a split into lele, found mainly in Lahaina on Maui, in 
central Moloka'i, and in a few cases on O'ahu. 
Twenty-five ahupua'a were limited to coastal areas and did not 
extend onto any significant elevation. Most of them are located in 
Lahaina. Keone'o'io in Honua'ula, Maui, and possibly Kama'alaea 
on Maui and Punalau on Moloka'i would be other examples, but 
the boundaries of these three are not well documented in archival 
sources. 
While Lyons defines the size range of ahupua'a to be between 
100 to 100,000 acres,46 it is actually much more extreme, since many 
of the small ahupua'a in Lahaina contain only three or four acres, 
some of the smallest being Uhao 1 with 1.93 acres, Uhao 2 with one 
acre and 23 rods, and Kuholilea 1 with 1.107 acres.47 On the other 
extreme, on the island of Hawai'i, the vast m;yority of ahupua 'a are of 
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medium size but reach only into the forested uplands. Then, as Lyons 
put it, there are "[ ... J larger ahupuaas which are wider in the open 
country than the others, and on entering the woods expand laterally 
so as to cut off all the smaller ones, and extend toward the mountain 
till they emerge into the open interior country, not however to con-
verge to the point at the tops of the respective mountains."48 This 
category includes several dozen ahupua'a, for example Papa'ikou 
and Honohina in Hilo, Ka'ala and Nienie in Hamakua, Kahauale'a 
in Puna, and Wai'ohinu in Ka'u. The vast interior of Hawai'i Island, 
above the forested zone, however, is shared by only five ahupua'a 
of an immense size (about 100,000 acres or more), namely Ka'ohe 
of Hamakua, Humu'ula of Hilo, Kapapala and Kahuku of Ka'u and 
Keauhou 2 of Kona, which in turn cut off the large-sized ones of the 
medium category. 
Though the medium-sized, mauka to makai extending ahupua'a 
are the statistical majority type, this should not be construed as mak-
ing the various "diverging" cases a less important or less integral part 
of the complex system of traditional land divisions. Each ahupua'a 
and its particular boundaries have equally important historical, cul-
tural, and resource management significance. Furthermore, it was the 
totality of all of these complex divisions across islands and ecosystems 
and the interplay between each of them that made the entire system 
function for people and resources to create abundance. 
TIlE WATERSHED MYTH 
One of the most persistent myths in popular narratives is the idea 
that ahupua'a are usually stream drainages bounded by watersheds.49 
Equating ahupua'a to watersheds is problematic because it empties 
the ahupua'a of its cultural context.50 Furthermore, empirical evi-
dence clearly shows that most ahupua'a do not correspond to a water-
shed. Even if applying the most liberal interpretation of the concept,5! 
only 98 ahupua'a (5-4 %) can be regarded as bounded by watersheds. 
Of these there are none on Hawai'i Island, 15 on Maui, i.e. 2-4% 
of Maui's total of 636 ahupua'a, and 8 of a total of 85 (9.4%) on 
Moloka'i. Only O'ahu with 46 out of a 100 total ahupua'a (46.0%) 
and Kaua'i with 28 out of82 (34.1 %) have significant percentages of 
watershed-ahupua'a. The vast majority of ahupua'a throughout the 
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islands, are regularly shaped (mauka to makai) but not watershed-
bounded. 
There are several reasons for these statistical facts. First, propo-
nent" of the "watershed theory" ignore that most parts of Hawai'i 
Island and some parts of East Maui, together accounting for more 
than half of all ahupua'a of the archipelago, are young volcanic flat-
lands with no surface watercourses, so that the idea of constructing 
a land division along watersheds would make no sense there at all. 
Ahupua'a in these regions are bounded by straight lines running 
between markers visible on the ground, such as minor volcanic cones, 
trees or rocks (as shown on fig. 3), similar to land divisions on topo-
graphically similar islands in other parts of Polynesia. The second 
landscape type, common in large parts of East Maui and on the Hilo-
Hamakua coast of Hawai'i island, has the gentle volcanic slope lands 
cut by deep v-shaped gulches or stream valleys. In this landscape type, 
ahupua'a boundaries are usually the streams or gulches, and the main 
body ofthe ahupua'a consist~ of the gently sloped land between. Geo-
logically older landscapes, with large and deep valleys that would be 
suitable for the formation of watershed-bounded ahupua'a, exist only 
in parts of I-Iamakua and Kohala on Hawai'i island, on West Maui 
and some parts of East Maui, on parts of Moloka'i, on O'ahu and 
on Kaua'i. It is there that the few ahupua'a strictly corresponding to 
watersheds are found, e.g. Wainiha on Kaua'i or Kahana on O'ahu. 
Even in these areas, however, many ahupua'a boundaries do not fol-
low watersheds but often contain straight lines or follow ridgelines 
that are not main watersheds, and sometimes clearly cut across water-
sheds. For example, Koloa in Kona, Kaua'i extends over the watershed 
into the upper Hule'ia river valley that drains into the Puna moku, or 
He'eia in KO'olaupoko, O'ahu extends over the watershed into the 
upper drainage ofthe Kahalu'u stream, as does nearby Kailua into the 
upper Kane'ohe watershed (see fig. 4). The perhaps most well-known 
case is the ahupua'a52 ofWai'anae on O'ahu, which extends over the 
Wai'anae range, through the central O'ahu saddle (which drains into 
Waialua and 'Ewa) all the way to the peaks of the Ko'olau range. 
Given our debunking of the "watershed theory," a more likely ratio-
nale for ahupua'a boundaries is probably a culturally ajJjYfOjJriate, eco-
logically aligned, and jJlace sjJecific unit with access to diverse resources. 








FIGURE ,1. Portion of 1876 HGS map of O'ahu (Reg. 1380), showing a part of the 
moku of KO'olaupoko. Dashed and dotted lines represent ahupua'a boundaries; thin-
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ncr dashed lines represent 'iii boundaries, Note the eastern boundaries of the ahupua 'a 
ofHe'eia and Kailua, hoth stretching into the respective neighboring watersheds. 
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nomic self-sufficiency for the inhabitants of the particular ahupua'a. 
The majority of ahupua'a seem to be constructed to ensure resource 
diversity. Divergence from watershed boundaries in areas where 
watershed boundaries could have been possible might be explained 
by the intent to provide more diversified resources. We caution how-
ever against generalizing the theory of economic self-sufficiency as 
well. Some, if a relatively small percentage, of the ahupua'a could 
clearly not sustain themselves economically but would need to trade 
with neighboring ahupua'a, for example, for fish and other marine 
materials in the landlocked ahupua'a, and for agricultural products 
and possibly even fresh water in some of the smaller-sized ahupua'a 
in leeward areas. 
PARTICULARITIES OBSERVED ON HAWAI'I ISLAND 
Having given a statistical outline of ahupua'a throughout the archi-
pelago, we will now examine the particularities in ahupua'a organiza-
tion on one of the islands in more detail. Similar detailed analyses 
of the other islands will be done in a future publication. We chose 
Hawai'i Island in this article, first, because enumerations of lands in 
sources such as the Mahele book usually begin with this island, and 
secondly, because overall, the Big Island appears to have the most 
regular pattern of land organization and it is the home island of one 
of our authors. 
The unusual organization of the island's interior, with a few ahu-
pua'a not unusually large at the coast but expanding enormously 
inland to take up the vast interior, has already been described above. 
Having the boundaries of five ahupua'a encompass the majority of 
the uplands of the island would allow for increased efficiency in man-
aging precious forest and cultural resources in the mauka regions 
and island summits. The other unusual feature on the island is the 
unusually large size of its moku/kalana compared to other islands 
(see fig. 5). Each of them contains about 100 or even more ahupua'a, 
as opposed to the two-digit numbers of ahupua'a for moku on all the 
other islands. It appears, however, that larger moku on Hawai'i Island 
were at one point divided into 'okana. For instance, archival docu-
ments in the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum list the names of 12 






FIGURE 5. 1901 HTS map ofHawai'i Island (Reg 21 24), a compilation of HGS surveys 
from the late nineteenth century. 
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islands). The obscure name of "Kapalilua" in South Kana, used in the 
Mahele Book to group some ahupua'a in the area (possibly identi-
cal to "Palelua" written between Miloli'i and Honokua on the 1835 
Uihainaluna map), might be one of these 'akana, even though it is 
not included in the Bishop Museum list. 
The kalana ofKa'u is unusual in that it has a remarkably high num-
ber of landlocked ahupua'a. Furthermore, many of Ka'u's ahupua'a 
have boundaries that are not clearly marked on maps, and some are 
not even marked by name. If it was not for a list of ahupua'a of Ka'Ll 
ordered by locational sequence,54 some of them could not have been 
located at all. The 1868 lava flow, marked on many maps, probably 
obscured several ahupua'a and their boundaries, which might explain 
why several OfKa'Ll'S ahupua'a are mentioned in the Mahele Book but 
not shown on any map. 
An unusual land division is the landlocked section of 'Ola'a (some-
times spelled "0 Laa" or "Laa") between Puna and South Hila. It is 
listed as part of Hila in Mataio Kekuanaoa's 1847 list of the MoTs 
land.55 In the first half of the Mahele Book, 'Ola'a is a kalana of its 
own, then in the second part it is listed as an ahupua'a within Hila, 
corrected to Puna in pencil, which was apparently followed by most 
surveyors, since all HGS maps are consistent in showing 'Ola'a as 
part of Puna, and in 1874 the Boundary Commission identified it 
as an ahupua'a within Puna as well.56 According to surveyor Lyons 
however, 'Ola'a was originally independent, i.e. neither part of Hila 
nor Puna.57 If we take into account pre-Mahele sources, 'Ola'a was 
most likely not merely an independent ahupua 'a, but an independent 
'akana, consisting in turn of several ahupua'a. On the 1838 map of 
the Hawaiian Islands by S.P. Kalama (fig. 1), 'Ola'a is written as a dis-
trict name (though smaller than the six major moku, and not color-
coded separately from Puna) and includes four names, Kapueuhi, 
Kii, Kaulele and Kuolo, written in the same style as ahupua'a names 
within the area, which are thus presumably the names of the constitu-
ent ahupua'a or 'iIi of 'Ola'a 'okana. 
The district of Hila, like Ka'll, contains a large number of ahupua'a 
that are found in various land lists but are not traceable on any map. 
Three clusters of such ahupua'a were sold or leased early from the 
government to private parties and became consolidated under the 
name of one of the ahupua 'a in the block, which subsequently became 
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the only name for the entire area on the maps. Thus the contiguous 
ahupua'a of Makea, Hali'ilau, Kaupakuea, Kaoma, Kiapu, Haukalua 1 
and 2, Nene and KapehuA in South Hilo, sold in 1851 to Emma Met-
calf as Grant 872,58 later to become Kaupakuea Plantation, are col-
lectively labelled as Kaupakuea on HGS maps.59 Similarly, the names 
of the 14 or 15 small ahupua'a between Waipunalei and Humu'ula, 
acquired by T. Spencer from the Government, have been omitted 
on most maps,60 while the seven ahupua'a between Humu'ula and 
the moku boundary with Hamakua, leased from the Government to 
what became 'O'okala Sugar Plantation, ended up being collectively 
labelled as 'O'okala on the maps.61 Furthermore, being a very large 
kalana with over 150 ahupua'a, Hilo was likely divided into constitu-
ent 'okana in a way similar to Kona. One hint for this might be the fact 
that on the 1838 map by S.P. Kalama, as well as an earlier one printed 
at Uihainaluna in 1835, "Honoli'i" is written as if an ahupua'a name 
in an area of South Hilo. Because on later maps, Honoli'i is a place 
name designating a cove surrounded by multiple ahupua'a (,Alae, 
Kaiwiki 1, Kaiwiki 2, Maumau, Kikala and Pauka'a), Honoli'i it is most 
likely a supra-ahupua'a land unit, possibly an 'okana. 
The area with the most complex land divisions of Hawai'i Island 
is South Kohala, and in particular its large land unit named Waimea, 
the status of which is somewhat ambiguous. There are a large number 
of land sections within the Waimea area, many of which in size and 
shape resemble landlocked ahupua'a like those ofKa'u. The Mahele 
Book is inconsistent in classifying these, considering Waimea to be 
an ahupua'a and some of the divisions, such as Wa'awa'a, Waiaka 
1 and 2, Waikoloa, Pu'ukapu, Kalahuipua'a and 'Anaeho'omalu to 
be 'iIi within that ahupua'a, while others, such as Pauahi 1 and 2, 
Lanikepue, and Puako are listed in the Mahele Book as ahupua'a 
by themselves. Survey plat'> and HGS maps are similarly inconsis-
tent, and so are the locations indicated for kuleana awards in the 
area. The Boundary Commission appears to have been similarly per-
plexed, referring to the land section as the "Ahupuaa (or Kalana) of 
Waimea."62 In 1875, expert surveyor Lyons determined that Waimea 
was an ahupua'a of which, "nine tenths of this ahupuaa [were] taken 
up with the independent iii of Puukapu and Waikoloa."63 Nearly 
20 years later he did not want to make a definitive classification, 
referring to the divisions within Waimea as "ilis or subordinate ahu-
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FIGURE 6. 1885 HGS map of Waimea, South Kohala (Reg. 1080). 
puaas."64 Furthermore, the boundaries of some of these divisions 
are unclear. Wa'awa'a, for instance, is identified as an ahupua'a in 
the 1848 Crown and Government Lands act, while it is shown as 
a small 'iIi with unclear boundaries situated within the larger land 
section ofUiHimilo on a 1915 HTS map.G5 Maps of the HGS such as 
Reg 1080 (fig. 6)66 show the divisions of Paulama, Noho'aina and 
Pukalani as larger land units but without clear boundaries, while on 
the HTS map referred to above the three sections are very tiny and 
surrounded by parts of Pu'ukapu, thus likely to be considered divi-
sions of a lower level. It could be possible that Waimea was originally 
neither a kalana nor an ahupua'a but a 'okana, later relegated to 
the status of ahupua'a, and the constituent ahupua'a of that 'okana 
thereby equalized to the smaller original 'iIi within them, which 
might explain some of these inconsistencies. 
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CONCLUSION 
Our research has shown that the Hawaiian land division system was 
diverse and complex. This effort has added a significant amount of 
analysis to better understand some of that system's nuances as well 
as statistics on ahupua'a shapes, diversity, and overall count. We have 
found that equating ahupua'a to watershed or a pie-shaped wedge 
of land is problematic. Understanding Hawaiian concepts through 
English synonyms hinders one's ability to grasp the breadth of 
ahupua'a, the larger Hawaiian land system, and its key components 
for islands sustainability. With that knowledge we have translated ahu-
pua 'a as a culturally appropriate, ecologically aligned, and place specific unit 
with access to diverse resources. The land reform undertaken by the 
Hawaiian Kingdom took this system to a new level by modifying it to 
fit into a functioning bureaucratic nation-state. 
The original moku/kalana and ahupua'a organization for each 
island was done by independent rulers, not by a central archipelago-
wide authority. Kamehameha built on the existing systems on each 
island as he unified the islands. The variations between the large 
moku on Hawai'i Island and the comparatively small units on Maui, 
for instance, is likely a result of the independent development of these 
systems. Both Maui mo'i and Hawai'i mo'i created each an admin-
istrative system appropriate for the needs of their respective social 
systems and governments, and in accordance with variations between 
ecosystems, resources, and spiritual significance of place. 
The 1848 Mahele event is a pivotal source for understanding the 
land system at the eve of these reforms. It recorded in minute detail 
lands administered by konohiki, and how they were then divided 
between the king and konohiki by the will of the mo'i and in accor-
dance to rank and relationship. Kame'eleihiwa has provided a com-
prehensive analysis of these relationships.G7 Furthermore, recent 
scholarship has argued that the Mahele could be seen as a modern-
ized kalai'aina,68 accomplished by using the borrowed technologies of 
writing and mapping. 
While it is clear that the Mahele was accomplished by building on 
existing indigenous structures like kalai'aina and place divisions, it 
also modified the structure that it built upon. There is evidence that 
changes in land administration happened throughout the nineteenth 
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century, both before and after the Mahele. It is mostly likely that the 
overall number ofland sections identified as ahupua 'a was significantly 
reduced during that time period. The changes after the Mahele are 
most obvious: Ifa group of numbered ahupua'a with the same name 
ended up having the same konohiki, or all becoming Government or 
Crown land, they were frequently consolidated into one.69 In a similar 
fashion, though less frequently, ahupua'a divided in half during the 
Mahele were sometimes considered numbered ahupua'a of the same 
name on later maps.70 Also, two or more neighboring ahupua'a under 
the same konohiki, or all being Government or Crown land, would 
frequently be consolidated under the name of the larger or otherwise 
more significant of the ahupua 'a. 71 
The early maps by missionaries and Hawaiian surveyors at Lahaina-
luna, however, provide evidence that changes also took place before 
the Mahele. Apparently, many ahupua'a became consolidated during 
the 1830S and 1840S and/or were relegated to 'iIi status, while some 
kalana and/or 'okana became consolidated, or relegated to ahupua'a 
status in turn. This explains the disappearance of many ahupua'a that 
are on the pre-Mahele maps and early land lists but are not listed in 
the Mahele Book. 
We have arrived at the number of 1,825 ahupua'a. This number 
was developed over the course of ten years of intense study and is also 
merely a starting point for conversations about an ahupua'a inven-
tory for the Hawaiian Kingdom. Since we have gathered substantial 
evidence that the number of ahupua'a fluctuated considerably during 
the nineteenth century, both before and after the Mahele, any num-
ber of ahupua'a need to be dated to be accurate. The work we have 
presented attempts to include any land section name for which there 
is evidence that it was considered as an ahupua'a at one point of time 
during the Hawaiian Kingdom. 
The present study makes no claim to be definitive, and presents 
merely the findings of a survey of accessible public records, both archi-
val and cartographic. We hope this work will add to the larger conver-
sations on sustainability and land tenure for the Hawaiian Islands. We 
are fairly confident, however, that there exists kama'aina knowledge 
about land boundaries and land division that were preserved orally 
and never recorded by the Hawaiian Kingdom's bureaucracy. While 
it is likely that some of that information has become lost, it is equally 
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plausible that some of it has been preserved to this day. Therefore, 
one way of revealing further information on land division names and 
boundaries is to research and incorporate unrecorded family knowl-
edge in culturally appropriate ways from those who may be willing 
to share. This methodology is important, given the precedence of 
kama'aina testimony in the settling of land boundaries in the Hawai-
ian Kingdom.72 Secondly, this present project attempts to survey the 
Hawaiian land division system only from the island and district down 
to the ahupua'a level. Land sections of the next lower category, 'iIi, 
have not generally been the subject of this study. However, some of 
them had in fact to be examined in detail in order to understand 
ahupua'a boundaries, especially on O'ahu. 
Furthermore, while this study merely attempts to create an inven-
tory of ahupua'a names, in-depth research of local mo'olelo and 
detailed title history for every ahupua'a has yet to be done. Single-
ahupua'a studies, like the ones by Andrade on Ha'ena on Kaua'i; by 
Stover on La'ie, O'ahu; by Stauffer on Kahana, O'ahu; by Oliveira 
on Kahakuloa, Maui; and by Lum-Ho on Halawa on Moloka'i, or 
studies of small groups of contiguous ahupua'a like Kelly on a sec-
tion of Ka'u, or Linnekin on a section of Ko'olau, Maui,73 are of tre-
mendous value and provide intricate details about these individual 
ahupua'a and moku. Given the great number of ahupua'a we have 
identified in this article, there are hundreds of those studies waiting 
to be done. 
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